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Which groups endorsed the 1975 conference?

- Leadership Conference of Women Religious
- Sisters of Mercy
- Weston School of Theology
- International Association of Women Ministers
- National Assembly of Women Religious
- Aquinas Institute of Theology
- Dominican Province of St. Albert the Great
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All of the above!
Who was not among the first conference attendees?

- Mary Luke Tobin
- Sara Butler
- Anne Patrick
- Theresa Kane
- Carolyn Osiek
- Mary Daly
- Jeannine Gramick
- Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza
- President, Jesuit School of Theology
- Director of the Permanent Diaconate, Brooklyn, NY
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WHO "OFFICIALLY" PRESIDED DURING THE CLOSING LITURGY IN 1975?

- John T. Finnegan, SJ
- William R. Callahan, SJ
- Mary B. Lynch
- Theresa Kane
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John Finnegan was president of the Canon Law Society of American and wrote to our founder, Mary B. Lynch in January 1975 to say, “My very best wishes to you, Mary. I feel that God is blessing your work and approach and will perhaps do significant things through your ministry.”
Moving forward to the second conference in Baltimore in 1978, which symbol did WOC members use to march through the streets with:

- Chains
- Taped mouths
- Pope-puppets
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In October 1984, WOC began organizing an “Annual” Banquet and Awards to Prophetic Figures. The honorees included:

- Theresa Kane as an “activist”
- The Catholic Community of Appalachia as “an egalitarian community”
- Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza as “an intellectual”
- Pope John Paul II as a “problem”
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When *Ordinatio Sacerdotalis* was released in 1994, what was National Coordinator, Ruth McDonough Fitzpatrick’s response:

- “Well, at least they are paying attention to us!”
- “I’m popped out!”
- “Theological hogwash!”
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What happened to the WOC office on February 15, 2008?

- It was raided by the U.S. Bishops
- It burned to the ground
- An intern was discovered to be a mole of the bishops
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"We are in the middle of every dichotomy: between those who see ordination as irrelevant and those who see it as essential; between those who want to support women’s ministries now and those who want to work on only this one; ... I think our genius has to be to continue balancing on our point, never leaning too far one way or another”

- Regina Bannan
- Aisha Taylor
- Joy Barnes
- Andrea Johnson
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“We are in the middle of every dichotomy: between those who see ordination as irrelevant and those who see it as essential; between those who want to support women’s ministries now and those who want to work on only this one; ... I think our genius has to be to continue balancing on our point, never leaning too far one way or another”

- Regina Bannan
- Aisha Taylor
- Joy Barnes
- Andrea Johnson
Which of these has not been a WOC protest sign?

- “Sexism is a sin – REPENT”
- “The End (of Patriarchy) is Near”
- “The Church has a Man Power Problem”
- “Jesus had new ideas, too”
- "Justice has no gender"
- "I refuse to be refused!"
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HOW LONG WERE WOC AND WOW ADVOCATES DETAINED AT A POLICE STATION IN DURING A 2011 DELEGATION TO ROME?

- Overnight
- 1 hour
- 3 hours
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WHAT HAPPENED TO WOC STAFF DURING A DELEGATION TO ROME IN 2008?

- Their hotel room was raided (by the Vatican?), WOC materials and computers were stolen
- They were invited to an audience with a secretary of the CDF
- They received a papal blessing
What happened to WOC staff during a delegation to Rome in 2008?

- Their hotel room was raided (by the Vatican?), WOC materials and computers were stolen.
- They were invited to an audience with a secretary of the CDF.
- They received a papal blessing.

WOC laptops and outreach materials were stolen, along with a pair of Gucci sunglasses. For this reason, we conclude the Vatican was involved!
When delivering "The Nun Justice Petition" to the U.S. Bishops in 2012, which of the following did NOT happen:

- WOC staff found Sr. Mary Ann Walsh, press secretary of the USCCB, at the hotel bar and convinced her to accept the petition the following day at noon.
- Then Apostolic Nuncio, Carlo Vigano, gently (?) slapped a WOC staff member’s cheek.
- Bishop Murphy of New Rochelle held hands with a WOC staff member, swinging her arm back and forth while explaining why women’s ordination is "impossible."
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**All of the above!**
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During the Vatican’s investigation into the U.S. women religious, a coalition called Nun Justice organized national vigils of support. During a witness at the U.S. Bishops’ Conference offices in Washington, D.C., which of the following did not happen?

- The bishops covered their sign with black plastic to avoid it being in our photos
- WOC staff were arrested for trespassing
- Staff members came out of the building to speak with the group gathered
During the Vatican’s investigation into the U.S. women religious, a coalition called Nun Justice organized national vigils of support. During a vigil at the U.S. Bishops’ Conference offices in Washington, D.C., which of the following did not happen?

- The bishops covered their sign with black plastic to avoid it being in any photos
- **WOC staff were arrested for trespassing**
- Staff members came out of the building to speak with the group gathered
DURING THE JUBILEE FOR WOMEN PRIESTS IN 2016, WOC AND WOW HAD 100 POSTERS OF WOMEN PRIESTS HUNG THROUGHOUT THE CITY OF ROME, SURROUNDING THE VATICAN. HOW DID THEY DO IT?

- Old-fashioned bribery of a civil servant
- They did it themselves, in the dark of night
- A sympathetic Roman, a man on the inside, pushed the request through the system
During the Jubilee for Women Priests in 2016, WOC and WOW had 100 posters of women priests hung throughout the city of Rome, surrounding the Vatican. How did they do it?

- Old-fashioned bribery of a civil servant
- They did it themselves, in the dark of night
- A sympathetic Roman, a man on the inside, pushed the request through the system

Roberto! A Roman civil servant was so supportive of our cause and even attended our Jubilee for Women Priests events later in the week. He said, when there are women priests, he would have his whole family re-baptized!
In 2013, WOC traveled to Rome and met WOW members to raise pink smoke over the Vatican and were in St. Peter’s Square when Habemus papam was announced. Who were they speaking to when that happened?

- Sr. Christine Schenk
- Anderson Cooper
- Fox News
IN 2013, WOC TRAVELED TO ROME AND MET WOW MEMBERS TO RAISE PINK SMOKE OVER THE VATICAN AND WERE IN ST. PETER’S SQUARE WHEN HABEMUS PAPAM WASANNOUNCED. WHO WERE THEY SPEAKING TO WHEN THAT HAPPENED?

• Sr. Christine Schenk
• Anderson Cooper
• Fox News

Unfortunately the interview did not take place because of the announcements from St. Peter's!
For WOC’s 40th anniversary and the Women’s Ordination Worldwide 2015 conference in Philadelphia, who endorsed the gathering?

- Joan Chittister and Martin Sheen
- Maria Shriver
- Indigo Girls
FOR WOC’S 40TH ANNIVERSARY AND THE WOMEN’S ORDINATION WORLDWIDE 2015 CONFERENCE IN PHILADELPHIA, WHO ENDORSED THE GATHERING?

- Joan Chittister and Martin Sheen
- Maria Shriver
- Indigo Girls
"The reason some questions cannot be suppressed, do not go away—regardless how many people think they should—is because the human heart knows they must be asked or have yet to be clearly answered.

When that question concerns the quality of the discipleship of half the Catholics in the world, it cries out for attention. And will continue to cry out until the church itself attends to it. Why? Because the model of Jesus with women demands it.

The Women’s Ordination Conference honors this question for all our sakes.

— Sr. Joan Chittister and Martin Sheen
What word most accurately describes our members?

- Creative
- Bold
- Prophetic
- Persistent
- Feminist
- Radical
- Faithful
- Courageous
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